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ABSTRACT

Client/server models are proposed to address issues of shared resources in a dislributed,
heterogeneous UNIX environment. Recent development of an automated Remote Procedure Call
(RI_) interface generator has simplified the development of client/server models. Previously,
implementation of the models was only possible at the UNIX socket level An overview of RPCs
and the interface generator will be presented and will include a discussion of generation and.

installation of remote services, the RPC paradigm, and the three levels of RPC programming.
Two applications, the Nuclear Plant Analyzer (NTA) and a fluids simulation using molecular
modelling, will be presented to demonstrate how client/server models using RPCs and External
Data Representations (XDR) have been used in production/computation situations. The NPA
incorporates a client/server interface for transferring/translation of TRAC or REI.£_ results from
the UNICOS Cray to a UNIX workstation. The fluids simulation program utilizes the client/server
model to access the Cray via a single function allowing it to become a shared co-processor to the
workstation application.

INTRODUCTION

Workstations, UNIX, and network protocols have changed the way individual computing is
performed. Wolkstations have become more powerful, UNIX gives them a common operating
system, and network protocols allow them to share information. These features bring computing
to the era of distributed processing without special-purpose, multi-CPU hardware. It is now
possible to provide shared hardware resource libraries in the same fashion that linked libraries
provided shared software resources (Figure 1).

Client/server models are proposed to address the issues of shared resources. This is not a
new idea, but implementing the models with UNIX socket connections was a time consuming
task. The server is a background process with installed services routines. The client connects with
the server and requests services via function calls. The client and server don't need to be on the
same machL.,.e.The client/server model suggests itself for a libraryof transparent,shared computer
resources. The user is able to call these routines and not be concerned with the platform used to
perform the computations.

With the introduction of the Sun Microsystems public domain Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
protocol and the Sun interface generator (RPCGEN), implementation of client/server applications
is easier. Sun has developed a set of "C" callable routines that handle client/server operations. The
RPC protocols relieve programmer concern with the detailed aspects of UNIX sockets
programming. In addition, SunOS includes a set of External Data Representations (XDR) for the
transmission of data across sockets. The combination of RPC end XDR allows programme_rs to
implement client/server connections between disconnected processes with minimal effort. The
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programming of RPC/XDR applications is thoroughly documented in the SunOS Network
Programming Manual 1.

This paper gives a brief review of RPC interprocess connections and then presents two
applications developed at the Savannah River Laboratory tshatuse the Rt_ protocol to transparently
share our resources.

DISCUSSION

RPC INTERPROCESS CONNECTIONS

The object of RPC connections is to allow local user applications to access remote services,
possibly user defined, by establishing a client/server relationship with a remote host. The
following is a discussion of the generation and installation of remote services, the RPC paradigm,
and the tlu'ee levels of RPC programming.

GENERATION AND INSTALLATION OF REMOTE, SERVICES

Installation of remote services begins with the generation of client/server interface routines, which
RPCGEN has simplified (Figure 2). The user defines the interface with "C"-like structures (file.x)
and RPCGEN generates a "C" interface header file (file.h), interface encode/decode filter routines
(file_xdr.c), the remote service installation program (file_svc.c), and the local procedure stubs for
the client application (file_.clnt.c).

The remote service procedures are modified versions of local procedures that perform the
same functions. Installation of the remote services must be performed before local applications can
access these services. The remote services are installed by transferring the remote service routines
to the remote machine and then compiling, linking, and executing the routines. The remote service
installation program does not return, but waits until it is called by the portmapper. The portmapper
maintains a list of ali installed remote services and listens for remote requests. On the local
machine, the client applications are linked with the remote procedure stubs and executed. Both
programs use the same header and XDR file, which assures the common interface between the two
applications.

THE RPC PARADIGM

The RPC paradigm defines the protocol used to perform remote service procedures using
SunOS RPCs (Figure 3). Operations are divided into five steps.

The CALLRPC function establisheS the link with the remote server, passes the
names of the remote service and XDR filters, encodes the input structure onto
the port, and puts the client application into a sleep state until the return reply is
received. If no reply is received within the time-out period, an error is
returned by the function call.

• The invocation of the remote service awakens the remote service installation program
'and selects the proper service.

• The service execution performs the decoding of the client calling structure from the port;
calls the remote service procedure; and, upon completion, encodes the return structure
onto the port.
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• The request completion puts the server back into a wait state and returns control to the
client.

® The remm reply awakens the client application, which decodes the return structure
off the port conmection using theXDR filters and returns the address of the
stmcune to the calling procedure.

THRi_E LEVELS OF RPC PROGRAMMING

The first level is not really a part of RPC, but rather tells how to use RPC. It is the sharing of
information and computing cycles between heterogenous machines and is meant to keep the user
isolated from network programming.

The second level is functionally described in the RPC paradigm and it provides simple access
to RPC communication. This allows installation of user def'mcd services with the porunapper and
the development of local userclient applications of these external services.

The third level is the nuts and bolts of programndng RPC interfaces. It gives greater control
over the RPCJXDR connection and allows development of new applications based on the tools
provided in the RPC libraries. These tools provide a rich environment for furtherdevelopment of
RPC_D_R tools including advanced data structuretransmittal and encoding/d_g information
on or off devices other than remote access ports.

RPC/XDR PROJECTS AT SAVANNAH RIVER LABORATORIES

Two projects that use the SunOS remote procedure calls and exte_al dam,representations are
the TRANS_RPC and a computational server on the UNICOS Cray. TRANS_RPC is a
distributed process that translates and transfersTRAC 2 and RELAP53 graphics information from
the Cray to the Sun workstation. The computational server on the Cray does particle motion
simulation for a Sun workstation client that feeds theparticle positions to a Pixar, which performs
the rendering independently from the workstation and allows some p_u'_dlelprocessing to occur.

TRANS RPC PROJECT

Trans_RI_ is a sub-taskof the Nuclear Plant Analyzer (NPA) currently under development at
the Savannah River Laboratory. The NPA is a graphical interface that allows the user to analyze
remotely generated data. The remote sources of information include TRAC and REI.,AP5 running
on our UNICOS Cray. TRANS_RPC transports the remote information to the local user. The
following goals were set for this task.

• C.aptmeTRAC graphics data
• Convert TRAC/Cray information h_PTR/GRF/Sunformat
• Convey FIR/GRF/Sun-formatted data to a Sun workstation
• Perform tasks concurrently

The original method for meeting these goals (shown in Figure 4) required three user steps.
The TRAC_3RF file was first processed by SUNGRF, which decoded the binary information into
an ASCII pointer file (TRCGRF.PTR) and the time-dependent binary graphics file
(TRCGRF.GRF). The TRCGRF.GRF was formatted IEEE 32-bit float point values with
UNICOS blocking words inserted at regular intervals. The flies were than transferred using FTP
between the Cray and the Sun workstations. Finally the TRCGRF.GRF file was unblocked by
removing the UNICOS blocking words. This method was abandoned because it was cumbersome
to use and did not lenditself to concurrent performance.
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TRANS_RPC is a suite of client/server applications for processing either TRAC or RF2.AP5
graphics files. As shown in Figure 5, TRAC_CLIENT processes TRAC results and
RELAP_CI.JENT p_ RELAP5 results. Separate applications were needed to accommodate
the differing file formats. TRAC assumes the data to be arrays while RELAP assumes the data to
be single valued. The client applications also accomnmdate the system level structure of the fries.
A discussion of the relevant data format features of the two files and the steps taken to convert to
one format follows.

The client applications are designed to function with either file or namedpipes. Namedpipes
are special files underUNIX that function as first in/first out stacks. When a program reads from a
nan_pipe and no data is present, the program is halted until data becomes available. This feature
allows the client applications to wait in the background until data is generated. However, there are
differences between Cray f'des and namedpipes. Files contain control words to buffer the
information to disk. They are divided into 512-word blocks by blocking control words, and the
end of each record is signified by an end-of-_ mark. Namedpipes are not buffered to disk and
thus do not contain these control words. Namedpipes, however, are limited by size, which varies
from system to system. The client appli_:ations are designed to check the file type and choose the
appropriate processing method.

The Block Control Words (BCW) occur at regular locations within the f'de. Ther,_ a_e several
types of BCWs, but only two are applicable to these applications. The file is broken into blocks of
512 words by control-blocking-type BCWs. In addition, each record is terminated with an end-of-
record-type BCW. Control words are labelled w.cording to type and number of words to the next
control work. This last feature makes location of control words easier. The client applications are
designed to terminate with errors if an unknown control word is encountered where a control word
is expected.

Because the NPA was first designed for handling TRAC formatted data, the TRANS_RPC
interface was designed according to TRAC format. The RELAP5 data format is completely

different from TRAC, which assumes that ali data are arrays, while REI.,AP5 assumes data are
single values. Therefore, _ results require _ecial faltering into the TRAC format..

The TRCGRF file is organized into three sections that include header records, geometry data,
and time edits. The header records contain titles, component numbers, and a catalog for the file.
The floes are contained in a series of records. The first word of the series is the number of records
that follow. The component numbers are not functional and are expected to contain an empty list.
The catalog information defines the remaining geometry data and time steps in the fde. Each entry
in the catalog defines the one array in terms of its component number and type, the variable name
and its fl0e, the nmnber of words in the array, the data type of the array, and the array location.
The remainder of the TRCGRF file is processed according to catalog specifications. In
TRAC_CLIENT, the three sets of data are regrouped into two. Header and geometry data are
groupedinto PTR data flies and time-dependent time steps are processed into GRF.

The RELAP RSTPLT fde dam format is quite different. It is meant to be used internally by
RELAP and is not documented for external uses. There is no guarantee that this file format will
change in the future. Its data file is divided into five types of records. The fl0e record ap.pearst_wst
and contains the time, date, and version of the code that generates the file. The version Is used to
catch new versions of the dam fde. Three header records, referred to as PLTIN , PLTALF, and
PLTNUM, appear after the fl0e records. PLTINF defines the number of words in each time step
and specifies that the time steps have been packed. PLTALF provides alpha labels for each word
in the time step. PLTNUM is a numerical value for each word in the time step. After the header, a
random series of RESTART, PLTREC, or new header records are found. RESTART records are
restart locations within the RSTPLT file, which are produced by dumping the RELAP common
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blocks to the RSPLT _e. Lengthsarenot cleady defined and require a search of the file word by
word until the next non-RF_TART record is cnommc=ed. The PLTREC contains time-dependent
data. Processing the PLTREC record depends oa whether the infonmfion is packed or not.

The differences in the two data file formats requires that the RELAP__ perform
filtering of the _ data into TRAC format. Filtering of the data was accomplished by
grouping individual PLTALP/PLTNI_ entries by component type, component ld, and parameter
name. The parameter name was the PLTALP carry. Titles for each parameter arc obtained from
the REI.AP5 documentation, which uses a unique set of parameters for each of its components.
Thus, the component type of the parametercan be obtained from the parameter name. Based on
the component type and parametername, a recipe was defined for decoding the component ld, the
node number, and the mesh cell number from the PLTNUM value. The node and mesh cell
numbers were further used to organize entries with the same component type and id and parameter
name into arrays. Finally, these components we_ converted into equivalent TRAC components
and stored in the PTR Data. The geometry data was arbitrarily defined in the equivalent TRAC
components. Processing the PLTREC records was accomplished with a mapping array that was
produced in parallel with the equivalent TRAC congM3nents.

This process converted the RELAP5 results into the same ZIR/GRF format as TRAC. Both
TRAC and RELAP5 can use the same services to print PTR data andGRF steps. SERVER_NPA
provides the remote print service_ requested by the two clients. Using the same services saves an
enormous amount of development time and assures that the same PTR/GRF f'de formats are
produced whether TRAC or RELAP results are being processed. As a result, the NPA pre/post-
processors do not need reprogramming to handle RELAP data. The RPC interface also provides a
transparent method for converting 64-bit Cray words into 32-bit Sun words.

The results of this project have been good. lt has provided faster access to the information, a
simpler user interface between the Cray and Sun workstations, and has automatically reformatted
information from 64-Bit Cray words to 32-Bit SunOS words. In addition, the adaptation of
TRANS_RPC to_5 demonstratedthecasewithwhichtheNPA couldbeadaptedtoother
sourcesofdata.Cm_nt researchisbeingfocusedon a generalizedclassofobjectsfortheRPC
interfacewiththehopeofmakingtheNPA moreadaptabletootherapplications.

SIMULATION OF LIQUID ACROSS A SUN/CRAY RPC LINK

A methodwas developedtocreateanimationsofliquidsusingbehavioralsimulations4that
relyonrepresentative"super-atoms"tosimulatethemotionofliquids.Thesesuper-atomshave
nuclearpropertiessimilartonormalatoms;however,onesuper-atomrepresentsmillionsofnormal
atoms.The originalanimationcodewasdevelopedon aSun 3/280thatactedasa hostforaPixar
hnagecomputer.The Sun was usedtodeterminethemotionofindividualatomsoffileliquid,
whilethePixarwas usedtorenderthesurfacedescribedbytheatoms.

'lhcSun provedineffectiveasa motionomltrolengineforthenumber ofatomsusedinthe
simulation.However,becausetheSun wasthehostforthePixar,itwas necessaryfortheSun to
havesomepartoftheimagegenerationprocess.The methodchosenthatwouldallowcomplex
molecularinteractionstobecalculatedquicklywhilestillallowingtheSun/Pixartorendertheliquid
surfacewasuseofRPC callstoaCrayX/MP,

The codewas thendesignedtorunon tlm_eseparatemachines,a CrayX/MP, a Sun 3/280,
andaPixarimagecomputer,tooptimizethecodefullysothatreasonableturnaroundtimesfor
animationscouldbe achieved°The CrayandSun werelinkedtogetherusingRPC withXDR
protocoltopassdatabetweenthetwomachines.The Sun andPixarwerelinkedtogetherthrough
thePixarproprietarysoftwareusingahigh-speeddatalink.
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The driver program resides on the Sun and is responsible for initializing ali the super-atoms,
as well as setting up links to the Cray, the Pixar high resolution graphics render, and the Abelms
A60 digital recorder. The user interface resides on the Sun as weil. RPC calls are made to the
Cray to do rbe super-atom motion calculations. After each time step calculation, the Pixar is called
to render the new set of positions of the liquid super-atoms. Once the Pixar renders the image, the
Sun directs the A60 to record the frame, thus providing a smooth, heterogenous computing
environment for producing animation of the simula_d liquids.

Figure 6 shows the flow of program control and data for the animation system. Most of the
Sun work involves initialization and control The Cray is called before and during the animation
loop. Whenever possible, the code runs in parallel. The call to Cray causes the Pixar to render the
image; however, control is immediately returned to the Sun once the rendering process begins. At
this point, the Sun is free to do anything thatdoes not affect the rendering process. In particular,
the Sun calls the Cray to generate the super-atom position for the next time step. These operations
occur in parallel. Once the Cray RPC returns_the Sun waits for the Pixar to finish so that it can tell
the A60 to recordthe frame.

There are many advantages to this type of system. First, by breaking the different routines
down into those that can be spread out over a network of machines, it is possible to get better
overall speed performance, as shown in the current implementation. The motion routines can
easily be moved to more massively parallel machines that can capitalize on the parallel nature of the
code. Distributed computing is one of the methods used to increase total productivity of a systen_.
Given the existing code, it is fairly easy to swap routines onto fasteror more suitable computers.

Secondly, the front end (user interface) can be done on a machine that is well suited for the
job. For instance, because the Cray is better suited for number crunching, it ;_ not as logical to put
the user interface on the Cray. The user interface shown here does not pull CPU power away
from the Cray and Pixar number-crunching machines.

An advantage that deals prhmrily with the modular nature of the code is the idea of routine
substitution. Different types of liquid dynamics codes can quickly be interfaced onto this system
so long as the new code conforms to the data protocols described. Without using RPC, it is
possible to have these alternative dynamics codes run separately and to dump their output to a fde.
Depending on the number of particles in the system, however, this ce aid prove to be very costly in
terms of disk storage. Using the RPC approach eliminates the ,_eed for massive disk storage
because each step of the animation requires only thecurrent datacoordinates.

. SUMMARY

Client/server models were used to implement transparent, distributed computational resource
libraries and remote pocedure calls. Both applications utilize the Sun RPCOEN to show the ease
with which the client/server interface can be generated and also demonstrate the advantages of
sharing hardware services across different computiag platforms. In the future, client/server
models will be an integral part of the NPA and will be used as a centralized server ot huge
databases that cannot be stored locally.
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Figure I. Shared Resources via Remote Procedure Calls
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Figure 2. Generation and Linking of Client/Server Application
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l_'_re 3. The Remote Procedure Call Paradigm
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Figure 4. Manual Method of Transferring TRAC Results
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Figure 5. Client/Server Application for Transferring TRAC and RELAP5 Results
lill
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Figure 6. Program Data Flow of Particle Motion Simulator
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